
Balance Labor Workloads and Streamline
Dock Management with Online Booking

TURVO APPOINTMENT
SCHEDULING

Turvo Appointment Scheduling
At-a-Glance:Spend 90% Less Time on Manual Scheduling, Improve Carrier and

Customer Experience, and Cut Transportation Cost and Detention
Fees Using a Single, Integrated, Automated Solution

Managing warehouse appointment-scheduling the ‘old’ way – via 
manual spreadsheets, phone calls and emails – can be expensive, 
complex and rife with errors.  With dozens, if not hundreds of pickups 
and deliveries cruising in and out of a facility on any given day, it’s 
easy for schedules to fall apart quickly. Just one delay can backflow 
into many hours lost, throwing work shifts out of balance, reputations 
into question and money down the drain. 

Can you really afford to keep working this way? Wouldn’t it be easier if 
you could get everyone on the same page, using a common
scheduling interface that automates the process? Manages
communications? Streamlines check-in and check-out? And updates 
changes automatically, in real-time, with self-service booking enabled, 
as well? 

Welcome Turvo Appointment Scheduling, the automated, most
efficient way to manage warehouse dock interactions.

Restore Efficiency and Profitability with Turvo Appointment
Scheduling

Turvo Appointment Scheduling represents a suite of automated tools 
and processes that help you manage interaction with trucks arriving at 
your warehouse facility. The platform conveniently digitizes scheduling 
operations and balances labor workloads, without traditional error-prone, 
hands-on interactions. And, its public scheduling capabilities enable 
self-service bookings, so your carriers and drivers can schedule
appointments directly into your calendar, no logins required. Get ready 
for an easier way to schedule dock appointments. 

Take a closer look at Turvo Appointment Scheduling.

turvo.com

Frees warehouse staff from 
manual appointment
scheduling.

Provides carriers online access 
to scheduling calendars
without login requirements.

Automatically updates
schedule changes in real-time.

Displays every appointment on 
the books, enterprise-wide, via 
a single source of truth.

Customizable rules engine 
helps maintain preferred carrier 
and customer relations.

Offers every user a more
satisfying, digital experience. 

Helps you work smarter, save 
time and save money.

https://www.facebook.com/turvoinc
https://turvo.com/
http://turvo.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/turvoinc/
https://twitter.com/turvo


turvo.com

Everything You Need to Modernize 
Dock Management Now

Turvo Appointment Scheduling
integrates easily with third-party
systems, providing full access to OTR 
and multimodal shipments for rapid 
customer assignments, with accurate 
rates and shipment data applied.

Identify exactly what equipment is 
needed to complete the job, reduce 
missed pickups and deliveries, set 
customer appointment rules and 
keep everyone in your supply chain 
informed with automated document 
sharing. 

Ask for a Demonstration and Put 
Turvo Appointment Scheduling to 
Work for You

With Turvo Appointment Scheduling, 
you’ll soon be able to automate your 
dock scheduling, reduce congestion 
at traffic-heavy warehouses, eliminate 
dwell time and detention fees, and
continuously save resources. 

To learn more or request a
demonstration, please contact
your broker or Turvo directly via 
turvo.com today.

Approximate Savings

$

See the Full Schedule in Context
Including order, shipment, customer and carrier by
appointment slot for every shipment in your network.

Capture Truck Status
Reducing confusion and keeping everyone informed –
in real-time. 

Track Arrivals and Departures in Real-Time
Spotting delays before they occur for improved dock and
yard management.

Enable Self-Service Booking
Giving partners control over appointment scheduling for
reduced stress and less risk of bottlenecks in the yard
and dock.

In addition, because Turvo Appointment Scheduling is an integral 
part of Turvo’s cloud-based suite of collaborative logistics
solutions, it works naturally with Turvo Driver, our GPS-enabled 
mobile application that helps drivers eliminate manual paperwork, 
simplify scheduling, and streamline gate check-in for contactless 
deliveries managed directly over any mobile device. 

Improve Carrier, Driver and Partner Experience with Turvo 
Appointment Scheduling

Turvo Appointment Scheduling was created to help warehouse 
managers effectively plan labor requirements that directly impact 
efficiency and profitability at the facility. It frees front office
workers from having to manually schedule appointments with 
external parties and helps warehouse personnel more efficiently 
receive and ship products from the facility, knowing the exact labor
requirements for every shift. 

With Turvo Appointment Scheduling, you can:

Warehouse Type                               

       Level 2 Warehouse, 7 FTEs        

       Level 3 Warehouse, 4.5 FTEs     

Average Savings

       $315,000/year

       $202,500/year$
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